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Challenge of mesoscale forecasting in the ocean

• Mesoscale eddies (~100km) dominate energetics of the ocean, modify mass, 
heat and freshwater transport, and primary production in the upper ocean.

• Metzger et.al. (2014) showed that state-of-the-art numerical models can 
predict ocean eddies up to 2 weeks. 

• Some case studies, suggest that eddy dynamics can be predicted on the order 
of ~100 days. 
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Classical view of improvement in ocean forecast 

(through improved resolution)

Ocean modeling should ride the Moores

law to increased resolution. 
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Can the next generation of models improve 

on prediction of the ocean mesoscale?

• Navy-ESPC: a coupled, extended-range ensemble prediction system with eddy-

resolving ocean test the following hypothesis: 

– Does increased resolution help? 

– Does better physics helps (coupling, tides) 

– Do ensembles help. 
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Impact of ensemble forecasting 

• Increase in resolution improved model climatology but did not translate to 

better forecast skill (compare blue and red on the right).

• Better physics did not translate to improved forecast skill (deterministic in 

coupled on the right and uncoupled on the left is the same).

• Ensemble forecasting considerably improved the forecast skill (3-fold). 
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Climatology

Deterministic high-res (1/25°)

Deterministic low-res (1/12°)

Ensemble mean

(Metzger et.al. 2014) (Navy-ESPC 2021)



Impact of ensemble forecasting 

• The impact was the strongest in SST 

(60 days) and SSH (40 days) and ice 

edge (>60 days). 

• Smallest impact on surface heat 

fluxes.

• We suspect that salinity forecast skill 
is limited by observational data. 
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Question: 

• Why is the ensemble mean forecast 

better? 

• Is it because the ensemble mean is 
smoother? 

• Are we penalizing the high-res 
forecast by using RMSE scores?



Spectral analysis of the altimeter errors

• Use spectral analysis to understand which scales 

are constrained in high-res, low-res, and 

ensemble mean. 

• R2 metric:

– Ratio of the error to the signal.

• R2 interpretation:

– Assume that ob. error is small and the variance of 

the obs. and model is similar. 

– R2>1 – no skill: error is greater than the signal (max 

is about 2).

– R2<1 – positive skill, error is smaller than the signal.
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Spectral results (mid-latitudes)

• Deterministic initial conditions (per 1 day 

forecast) do not have skill under 300 km. 

• Ensemble appears to have skill for mesoscale 

above 150km in both 1 day and 10 day 

forecast. 

• We suggest that ensemble achieves this 
through filtering of the uncertain scales. 
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Filtering of scales

• Ensemble mean appears to achieve 

better skill though non-linear filtering 

of uncertain (poorly constrained) 

scales:

– Evident in the maps of frontal 

location; 

– Also evident in the RMSE of the control 

forecast started from the ensemble 

mean. 
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– Deterministic low-res (1/12°)
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Is this because the ensemble mean is smooth? 

• Smoothing can significantly improve 

forecast skill without contributing to the 
model bias typical of low-res models. 

• However, smoothed fields lack: 

– Signal variance,

– Are not as skillful at reconstructing fronts. 
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SSH snapshots of 1 day forecast

a. SSH from HR

b. SSH from LR

c. SSH Ensemble mean

d. 27-point smoothing to HR

e. 15-point smoothing to LR



Not all ensembles are created equal

• Ability to resolve eddies is a key to healthy ensemble spread. 

• Can lack of resolution be compensated with stochastic physics?

– Maybe for the 1/4°.  
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Summary

• Further increase in ocean model resolution (beyond 1/12°) and addition of 

improved physics adds little to the skill of the deterministic ocean forecast. 

• Eddy-resolving ocean ensembles considerably increase the skill of the ocean 

mesoscale forecasts.

• Superior skill of ocean ensembles is achieved though non-linear filtering of 

poorly constrained ocean mesoscales. 

• Improves observations (WACM, SWOT) are needed to reduce I.C. uncertainty, 

improve forecasts, and benefit from further increase in model resolution. 
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End
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